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About This Game

Dawn lights up with strange insects in the clearing of an ancient forest. Above you a rabble of starlings flits and starts. You are
their guide and their trainer and they know you as Mother. You have taught them since birth to love and to follow The Golden

Orbs. As you swing them in great arcs around your head, or in tight figure eights, or in alternating spirals, your flock swoops and
flows in pursuit. It is this way that you teach them to feed and help them to live.

Flock for Vive is a single player translation of a multi-user, co-located VR experience which premiered at the Future of
Storytelling Festival in New York in 2016.

Flock is an interactive music video with a score composed by Tim Fain and Julien Mier. Players swing Golden Orbs around on
strings. The Orbs attract birds which eat the bugs that the surround you. As bugs are eaten the music and imagery transitions

through a psychedelic rainbow of light and color.
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Title: Flock VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Object Normal, Holojam
Publisher:
Object Normal, Holojam
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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This is a short game experience but it is stunning and beautiful, tbh i'm not a huge fan of jump scare games, and most of the
genre rely on that (with some expections off course), but this was the perfect blend of scary without following that path, and was
a nice surprise the outcome of that.
There is a constant element of fear and tension and help create the mood perfectly, and right now, i´m looking forward to the
full experience, wich will be awesome if they continue this path all along.. A game that truly lives up to its name and promise..
Fantasic !!!
We NEED more LGBTQA+ characters. We need MORE LGBTQA+representation, because it's not just straight people who
play games. The LGBTQA+plays, therefore should feel like they can play without being pushed asside.
Feel they too are accepted.

Aim to help LGBT+ people find their place in the world so that they can feel part of a community of like-minded people, and
understand that they\u2019re a valued, beautiful and incredibly important.

It's important. It's so important.
It's imporant that a kid can play and not feel pressured to pick a character that doesn't associate with their sexuality and gender.
You want to play somebody who reflects who you are, if you understand where i'm getting at ? Making it relevant to individuals
and communities of diversity in sexuality and gender identity based cultures.
We want girls kissing girls, we want boys kissing boys, we want bisexuality in boys and girls, we want transgender FTM\/MTF,
we want non binary folks, and ect+

Although video games are incredibly forward, at times they can be very backwards in terms of being LGBT+ friendly.

MORE LGBTQA+ REPRESENTATION !!!!
MORE PEOPLE OF COLOR AND RACE !!!!

ERASE HETROSEXUALITY AS NORMAL.
EARASE BEING CIS AS NORMAL.

PREACH THIS !!!!
EQUALITY FOR ALL.

I LOVED THIS !!!. Doesn't feel like a finished game. =( To bad because I love this kind of game.. I really enjoy playing this
game the music and the graphics match but it needs a little more content thats all.. Eurobeat intensifies uwu

Also would love to see new maps\/cars (prob. AE86 Levin too! since games name is Drift86). Very authentic feeling Retro-RPG
with some modern convenience. Joust-like combat through semi-random encounters, interesting world to explore, and a variety
of abilites to choose from. Definitely worth the low price.

Also; has several other color options if gameboy green is hard on your eyes.. Great Game, Seriously. Easy to learn hard to
Master. Nice, deep strategic indie game!!
Just need you for play! Join! Fight! and die for TRY :D. One of my favorite games of all time.
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An excellent albeit barebones RPG from Spiderweb Software. While Avernum 4 was super difficult and some what hard to
follow, in this iteration you play as Empire's scouts, and then the fun really begins.

These games are difficult, combat wise you'll get your teeth kicked in if you're not careful or prepared. I had a warrior, an
archer, a mage and a priest. Having this setup was instrumental to my easier playthrough.

You must be aware of what you pick and their stats, as experience may be gained or lost and handicaps and advantages can
make battles hard.

Exploration was just supreme. It's the best part of this game. Stumbling upon a crypt or a thief's hiding hole and the brief
description was the most enjoyable aspect of this game. So many times did I just clean out the entire map to get the best items
and supplies (and really, you'll need to!).

The choices in this game are supriginsly abundant and there are some nice rewards depending on your stance. You must be
careful, because some choices may make settlements hate your guts.

This game does drag only because the combat is so difficult and punishing. Never did I feel like I reigned supreme until I started
abusing the game specifically to give me an advantage. When I finished the game, just over forty hours came up and I felt
exhausted. It will be a while until I move on to the next one.

Comparing it to 4, I'd say there's a bit more to take care of and the characters and enviroments (well everything looks pretty
plain so lets call it regions instead of enviroments) were much more interesting. The challenge areas were far more challenging
then 4 and there was a lot of super ancient evils to give the blade.

There were also a lot of well written quests and dialog. I remember a band of bandits that use a woman to lure you in and after
you slay them all she begs for mercy. If only she was so lucky, and when I sealed her fate she burst into tears, and into gibs as
she took fireballs to the face.

For the value of this game, I'd say as long as you can tolerate the archaic graphics, controls and resolution (I had to play on a
smaller resolution on my 1920x1080 - you'll be in for one treat.

There is also a great walkthrough online for this game, and dont be afraid to cheat so long as it makes you progress the story..
Very short demo/promo but well worth the time downloading and playing.
The puzzles are well done and reasonably logical with the tools you have available to you. The horror is the context and theme
rather than out and out gore or jump scares. You actually got a reasonable about of feedback to know if you were going right or
wrong where some puzzle games give you nothing until you find the solution.
Some of the controls need a bit more finesse, the final one in particular was hard to control.
Well done devs, more please.. Love it !!.
Pretty simp\u013ae game. A nice casual to release some steam and go back to work.

At times I could tell there is a certain delay to the mouse response... hmmm...
but, let's embrace it for now just in the name of fun.. AMAZING game. The game play is excellent, with a new take on the
Luxor francise. The graphic is very NEON and I love it. The game plays a lot faster than earlier games in the series, but I didn't
find that a problem. There are power-ups in abundance as you would expect with Luxor games. However;, and this is a big
however; there are only 8 stages each with six levels including a boss battle. Because the game is very fast you'll easily finish this
game in 8 hours or less. For $9 I think it's a rip off. Pity as the new look is brilliant.. Tokyo drifted a 747 into a giant shark.

I love omegalodon aerodynamics

11/10 gameplay
12/10 realism. Like the Carp you catch in the game (well use to catch that is since the new version is just broken), the developer
is also a bottom feeder.
A little harsh? Maybe...but for good reason. He's all but abandoned the Steam community and the PC version, and using that
money to work on the phone android version. Oh, and of course working on a virtual version of the WWII Lancaster Bomber.
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So, to me, that is just unacceptable. A bottom feeder if I ever seen one.. Just like any other online game developed by Valve.
Complete garbage.

The only good things are community-made game modes, models and maps.
. This ain't an easy review to write.

You like you a bit of running into a mob guns blazing? This is a blood-n-gore-n-guts-n-veins-in-your-teeth kind of game.
Nowhere else do you get to skewer bad guys to the wall with telephone poles like this. It's fast-paced, it's murderous, it's simple.

This game is approved by Walter White and Rorschach: you died, and you've gone to Purgtory, but it ain't you locked in there
with the demons, it is they who are locked in with you! YOU ARE ONE ONE WHO KNOCKS. Story's okay. I mean, it fits on
a napkin, but it's just enough justification to string together levels with no real link between 'em. There's an unholy lone-gunman
versus all atmosphere to it once you get going (and your eyes stop bleeding from the frighteningly 2000's lo-poly graphics).

So much gib. Blood everywhere. Moo ha ha ha.

BUT THE BUGS. OH MY GOD THE BUGS.

There aren't many: but the few I ran into are rage-inducing.

Save & Load - Save & Load is fluid, but picking out a quicksave can be a chore. Now, when you're in the Train Station level,
ABANDON ALL HOPE. 50% chance your quicksave is corrupt and will crash your game. All manual saves systematically
crash your game.

Alt+Tab - Not only does it crash your game, but it leaves a fatass dead window across your screen you can't force-close. Alt-
tabbing earns you a free restart of your PC. Don't do it.

Hit-box Inconsistency - you'd expect shooting buck point-blank would do the job, especially when you deep-freeze your target
beforehand. So when you cause 0 damage, it's a bit surprising.

Having played for close to eighteen hours, the game froze just once, son I can't really say it ain't solid. Just like your grandad, it
just can't pull off all those fancy dance moves any more.

Buying this game is exactly like buying that vintage car. The feel is great, but the mileage is abysmal and you gotta be gentle
with it. Oh, and if you don't like breaking down, walk away now. This game ain't for you..
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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